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What do we know about entrepreneurial networks

from earlier studies?

• Strong ties are usually similar, stay in similar places and interact with 

similar others

• Strong and similar ties are based on trust and contribute to the creation of 

business ideas and the moral support during initial stages

• Weak ties are both similar and diverse, and they contribute with specific 

knowledge and expertise with the sporadic interactions.

• Weak ties are source of innovation and diverse ideas. Very useful when 

brainstorming or finding opportunities in the market.



• Diversity in migration is usually considered from the point of view of ‘country of origin’

• BUT Diversity can be seen in many more indicators

• Studies in Amsterdam with networks of migrant entrepreneurs shows that a context 

with diverse people facilitate the transfer of ideas across groups:

- Diversity in nationality or in ancestry

- Diversity in place of residence

- Similarity in age groups

- Similarity in gender

• Migrant (incl. refugee) entrepreneurs in Amsterdam are themselves the “diverse 

group” in comparison to the local context

Amsterdam Diversity in Migrant Entrepreneurship



Inclusion in Amsterdam Entrepreneurial Networks

“Talking to people and making actual connections with people 

does better business than going to events or pitching your ideas”

• Entrepreneurs in Amsterdam – not necessarily in NL - are 

interacting with like-minded people in business activities and 

by people belonging to their personal networks

• English mostly is used as common language facilitating the 

discussion and creation of business ideas leading to testing or 

trying out new things

• Family members (sometimes transnationally) act as business 

advisors and financial safety net



Highlights of Amsterdam urban space

• Social: High presence of potential customers in migrant groups from many 

countries – inc. “Expat community”

• Institutional: partial support in the Bureaucratic and legal framework 

• Economic: Push-effect in sectors where they are not (cannot) be employed 

and pull-effect in sectors with migration due to education

Urban context allows the transfer of novel ideas across distinct migrant groups, 
YET

the extent of economic interaction with Dutch entrepreneurs is slowly evolving



Spotting opportunities for migrant entrepreneurs

• The customer: Usually at the start there are migrants from one 

country and then extends to many countries + “Expat community”

• The starting point: Geographical location contribute to create 

personal networks that are used for business purposes

• The way of doing business: culturally loaded

• The rules for doing business: slow learning of the national 

regulations & Information at Chamber of Commerces

A (migrant) business can flourish when there is a 
customer paying for it



Translating findings into learning modules 

for students in inclusive entrepreneurship

• Students are better equipped for business when they pay 

attention to the composition and active use of their networks.

• Student can learn about network behavior from experienced 

entrepreneurs, for example interviewing or mentoring.

• Students can make use of transnational (often family) networks 

to test ideas while starting a business or in crisis because they 

provide support and strength.



Want to collaborate or to know more?
Send me a mail: j.f.alvarado.valenzuela@hva.nl

Or drop a message on LinkedIn

Take away

➢ Encourage from our own positions the creation and 

maintenance of inclusive entrepreneurial networks 

during education and training

➢ Promote suitable and welcoming environments for 

entrepreneurs’ skills to be practiced and perfected

➢ Actively invite diverse role models and outreach to 

specific groups.

mailto:j.f.alvarado.valenzuela@hva.nl


 Study and work paving the way for Moroccan migrants: the entrepreneurial 
path to transnational and domestic business activities:

 https://www.degruyter.com/document/doi/10.1515/zfw-2021-

0021/html

 Immigrant Entrepreneurship in cities:

 https://link.springer.com/book/10.1007/978-3-030-50363-5

 Innovation of migrant entrepreneurs in the service sector:

 https://dare.uva.nl/search?identifier=00534026-46b1-4480-b836-

fcb1b2819514

 Project Fenix:

 https://e.issuu.com/embed.html?d=fenix_project&u=knijnenburg
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